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We consider the transition between the lamellar and micellar phases in the C12E5jwater 
binary solutions. As for the lamellar phωe， we use the model by Mi1ner and Roux [1] and consider 
a phenomenological coupling between the surfactant volume fraction and the nematic order 
parameter. The interaction parameter χis部 sumedto change linearly with the temperature， 
and to vanish at the unbinding temperature Tu. It is known that the micelles coexisting with 
the lamellar ph鉛 eform a network structure. As for the network micellar ph鎚 e，we extend the 
model by Zilman et al. [2] to include the excluded volume e百ect.In our calculation， the junction 
energy is measured with respect to the lamellar phase. Using these free energi回 forthe lamellar 
and the micellar phases， we have calculated the phase diagram of the binary surfactant solutions 
as shown in Figure 1. Our result is in good agreement with that obtained by the experiment. 
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Figure 1: The calculated phase diagram of a surfactantjwater binary system. Lαis the lamellar 
phase， L1， L2， L3are the network miceUar phases. 
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